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Honda Acura Honda Honda Moto Guzzi Located in
England, Haynes Motor Co. has been selling motorcycle
and automobile parts since it was founded in 1913 by
Major William Haynes. Haynes held a majority stake in
Honda Motor Co. Ltd. in the early 1990s, only to sell it

back in 1999 in order to focus on the repair and
maintenance market. The company was named after the
industrialist William Haynes, and was initially located on
Birmingham's Russell Street before moving to its current

address on Smethwick Road in 1985. The company
continues to operate as a wholly owned subsidiary of the

Haynes Worldwide Corporation, which is located in
Tennessee. Haynes continues to operate as a motorcycle

and automobile parts supplier today, and now has two
separate retail outlets on Birmingham's Newhall Street.

Haynes Motor Co. Ltd. The company was named after the
industrialist William Haynes, and was initially located on
Birmingham's Russell Street before moving to its current

address on Smethwick Road in 1985. The company
continues to operate as a wholly owned subsidiary of the

Haynes Worldwide Corporation, which is located in
Tennessee. Haynes continues to operate as a motorcycle

and automobile parts supplier today, and now has two
separate retail outlets on Birmingham's Newhall Street.

Haynes Honda Motorcycles Honda Motorcycles was
founded in the 1950s as a small motorcycle spare parts
importer by Yoshio Toyoda, who with his sons, acquired

the old British parts supplier of Ratsey and Butler in
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1958, renaming the company as Haynes Honda
Motorcycles to prevent consumer confusion with Haynes
Industries Limited. The company continues to operate as

a motorcycle spare parts retailer today, and was
incorporated as a car dealership in 1968. In the 1970s,

the company was briefly involved in the motorcycle
trade, when a Motohatchi factory was set up to produce
high-end Haynes-branded machines under licence, and
later a Honda factory was established in San Antonio,

Texas to produce the same machines. Why the Haynes
name? When Haynes Motor Co. Ltd. began trading in the

early 1950s, the first Haynes motorcycle was a
Matchless, made by Birmingham-based Matchless

International Ltd. Haynes had been developing
motorcycles for a number of years, but always struggled
to find financial backing. In 1953, Wilhemina 'Bill' Haynes

left the family business and borrowed money from his
mother's friend, who turned out to c6a93da74d
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